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Abstract

The influence of methanol as a solvent on the properties of sodium alginate/sulfonated

graphene oxide (SA/SGO) membranes was explored in water-methanol mixed

conditions with various methanol concentrations and temperatures through molecular

dynamics simulations. The methanol uptake of the membrane showed an isolation

phase determined from the simulation results. The distance between the sulfonic acid

groups increased in higher methanol concentrations, as observed from S-S RDFs.

Furthermore, the distance between the SA-chain RDFs and the solvent molecules was

analysed to determine a) the affinity of water towards the sulfonic acid groups and b)

the affinity of the aromatic backbone of the SA towards methanol molecules. A

decrease in water molecule diffusion led to an increase in methanol diffusion and

uptake. SA/SGO membranes exhibited a smaller diffusion coefficient than that for the

Nafion membranes, as calculated from simulation results and compared to the

experimental work. Additionally, the diffusion ability increased at higher temperatures

for all permeants. The interaction information obtained is useful for DMFC applications.
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1. Introduction
Direct methanol fuel cells are mainly used in portable and stationary applications,

and they have attracted the attention of many researchers in recent years. Proton elec-

trolyte membranes (PEMs) are the heart of this system, and they function as a sepa-

rator between the anode and cathode, an inhibitor for fuel crossover and a pathway

for proton [1, 2]. Nafion is the most favourable PEM due to its high stability and con-

ducting properties, but it is still limited by is high methanol crossover, which leads to

low selectivity (ratio of the proton conductivity to the methanol permeability) [3].

However, many researchers have been unable to find safe alternative membranes

that a show better or similar performance compared to that of Nafion while reducing

costs. The polymer electrolyte membrane performance is usually evaluated by the

ion conductivity, water uptake capability and fuel permeability. There are many

works focusing on the development of new polymeric membranes to replace Nafion

membranes, such as SPEEK, PBI, PVA, and SPPO as well as biopolymers such as

alginate-and chitosan-based membranes [2, 4, 5, 6]. The sodium alginate biopolymer

has a monomer structure, as shown in Fig. 1.

Research on sodium alginate as a membrane, especially in DMFCs, is limited, but it

has been widely applied in various fields, including packaging, medical tools and

membranes. However, this polymer has several weaknesses, such as excess hydro-

philicity, low mechanical stability, and low proton conductivity. As reported by Pas-

sini Cabello et al. [7], the proton conductivity of an alginate carrageenan membrane

was 9.8 mS cm-1. The advantages of the sodium alginate polymer in terms of low

cost, abundance and environmental friendliness cannot be denied. Thus, the other

materials can be part of a sodium alginate-based membrane to reduce the drawbacks,

as previous studies have reported [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Molecular level studies

have been implemented on biopolymer types such as chitosan, as carried out by

L�opezCh�avez et al. [15] and Srinophakun & Martkumchan [16], who reported

that the ionic conductivity of a chitosan membrane was 2 � 10�2 S cm-1 and 7.14

� 10�2 S cm-1, respectively, using a COMPASS force field [17]. In addition, the

modelling studies for polymers other than biopolymers were also implemented using

the same method with poly(ethylene oxide) sulfonic acid anions, PVF-based poly-

electrolyte, Dow, Nafion and Aciplex membranes to find the mechanism of the ionic

activity [18, 19]. Vishnyakov & Neimark [20] and Mahajan & Ganesan [21] ran
Fig. 1. Structural representation of the (a) monomer unit, (b) and polymer chain of sodium alginate.
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simulations to observe the influence of the methanol solution on the Nafion and

SPEEK membrane. In other hand, the activated carbon structure has been predicted

through molecular dynamic simulation [22].

Based on our knowledge, there are no studies to date on sodium alginate using a mo-

lecular dynamics modelling simulation. This study aims to determine the ionic con-

ductivity, water uptake capability and methanol permeability in different methanol

concentrations in the presence of hydronium ions. An amorphous cell builder is

used to construct a system containing alginate, sulfonated graphene oxide, hydroni-

um ions, water molecules and methanol. The COMPASS force field was applied to

run the molecular modelling system. The output result from the modelling simula-

tion can be used to determine the interaction, diffusivity and ion conductivity and,

thus, can predict the overall ion mechanism activity in the system. The methanol

concentration was varied from 0, 20, 40, 60, and 80 wt% with various temperatures.
2. Methods

2.1. Atomistic models and amorphous cell construction

The COMPASS force field was set and applied in Accelrys commercial software

(Materials Studio 7.0) to construct polymer membrane systems and their simulation

studies. The membrane system was built using an amorphous cell builder with a con-

struction task followed by a minimization process to get the minimum energy using

the Forcite module. The water molecule, hydronium ion, methanol and SGO were

drawn and then minimized by the steepest descent and conjugate gradient method

in the discovery module. The sodium alginate monomer was drawn using a 3D-

atomistic molecule; then, polyalginate was constructed through the polymer builder

module with 10 repeating units of the alginate monomer and 5 chains followed by a

minimization step. Next, the polyalginate, SGO, hydronium, methanol and water

molecules were constructed in an amorphous cell box with periodic boundary con-

ditions. The amount of water and methanol were varied to see their effects on the

polyalginate/SGO system, as presented in Table 1. The five different systems con-

sisted of five chains of polyalginate with 10 repeating units, 20 hydronium ions, 4

sheets of SGO, 5 glycerol molecules and 0, 20, 40, 60 or 80 wt% methanol under

DMFC conditions.

Three different temperature settings were applied, namely, 298, 320, and 340 K, to

study the effect of temperature on the membrane interaction. The distribution of

various water amounts near the polyalginate membrane can be seen in Fig. 2 as it

is assumed to be similar to the real system in DMFC. Minimization steps were

applied on the amorphous system to achieve 0.1 kcal/mol for its maximum deriva-

tive. An optimum sulfonation of 27% determined by Hasani-Sadrabadi et al. [23]

was used to set the sulfonation of SGO, which was considered 25%. The minimized
on.2018.e00808
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Table 1. Composition of SA/SGO membranes used for MD simulations and cell

sizes for methanol concentrations of 0, 20, 40, 60 and 80 wt%.

System 1 2 3 4 5

Methanol concentration, wt% 0 20 40 60 80

Sodium alginate 5 5 5 5 5

SGO 4 4 4 4 4

Hydronium 20 20 20 20 20

Water 200 160 120 80 40

Methanol 0 40 80 120 160

Glycerol
Density (g cm�3)

5
1.4217

5
1.4258

5
1.3749

5
1.3887

5
1.3674

Cell volume (�A) 20545 21832 23318 23757 24809
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SGO structure contained 24 benzene rings, of which 5 were sulfonated at a 25% sul-

fonation degree. Theoretically, the sulfonic acid functional groups were completely

ionized; thus, they can be the indicator of the hydronium ion number, which is equal

to the number of sulfonic acid groups, in an attempt to keep the simulation cells in a

neutral condition. Dissociated protons from the water molecules create the hydroni-

um ions, as reported in a previous work that studied hydrated PEMS [21, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28]. The five simulation cells were running with a constant number of solvent

molecules (CH3OH þ H2O), which referred to the number of water molecules,

with a water content of l ¼ 9 (l, is the ratio of the number of water molecules to

the fixed number of sulfonic acid groups). The initial density was set at a very

low value of 0.005 g cm3 for all 3-D amorphous cell simulations of the SA/SGO

membrane and final density achieved is higher as shown in Fig. 3. The initial process

of cell construction was determined to be at a certain density in order to avoid prob-

lems with ring catenation attributed to the presence of an alginate aromatic back-

bone, allowing for faster simulation cell equilibration.
2.2. MD simulations

The amorphous simulation cells must achieve an equilibrium condition particularly

for the composite aromatic structure, which is of significant concern. Thus, the an-

nealing and minimization step on the SA/SGO polymeric membrane structure has

been applied with the same method used for previous work with Nafion, SPEEK,

SPPO membrane simulations [20, 27, 29]. A smart minimizer has been applied to

eliminate any close links among all the atoms and for preliminary relaxation. Three

steps exist in the MD simulations, which are as follows: 1) NVT-MD simulation: the

sampling time step and long dynamics runs were 1.0 fs and 200 ps at 298 K to free

the system from any potential tension. The sampling time step was set due to the pre-

vious work by Srinophakun & Martkumchan [16] which has been work out on chi-

tosan membrane for PEM fuel cell. 2) NPT-MD simulations at a pressure ¼ 1 bar
on.2018.e00808
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Fig. 2. Final snapshots of water-methanol solvated SA/SGO membranes for 0, 20, 40, 60 and 80 wt%

methanol concentrations obtained at the end of production phase MD simulations. For all membranes

the color code is: polymeric chains backbone: grey; water oxygen, hydronium ion oxygen, sulfonic

acid oxygen and methanol oxygen atoms: red; sulfur atoms: yellow; water hydrogen, hydronium ion

hydrogen and methanol hydroxyl hydrogen atoms: white and methanol methyl groups (CH3): green.
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and a temperature ¼ 298 K, which run until they reach equilibrium state, depending

on the atomic number in the system. This step initiates changes in the shape and size

of the amorphous cell to reach an equilibrium density for all molecular structures.

The density profile presented in Fig. 4 was recorded throughout the NPT-MD simu-

lation. 3) NVTeMD simulation: The sampling time step and long dynamics runs

were 1.0 fs and 200 ps at 298 K for previous equilibrated systems. The Andersen

thermostat and barostat were chosen as the temperature regulator. The Ewald sum-

mation method was applied to measure the van der Waals and coulombic non-
on.2018.e00808
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Fig. 3. The time evolution density profiles during NPTeMD simulation of SA/SGO system. The density

of system was changed from 0.6 to 1.289 g$cm-3, and the NPTeMD simulation time was 200 ps. After

NPTeMD simulation, the specification of final cell becomes smaller than the initial.
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bonding interactions. The mean square displacement (MSD) was measured from a

molecular dynamics study run, and the diffusion coefficient and ion conductivity

were obtained. The Eq. (1.0) below was used to determine the diffusivity, D.

D¼ 1
6N

limt/N

d
dt
/N dt d N i¼ 1 ½RiðtÞ �Rið0Þ�2 ð1:0Þ

The MSD is the result of N divided by the sum term on the right-hand side of Eq.

(1.0). N refers to the diffusing particles number, t is time, and Ri(t) is the particles

vector location at time event t. This equation is applicable if Einstein diffusion is

applied, which explains that the diffusing particle movement is random; in other
Fig. 4. Variation of total potential energy of the amorphous simulation systems with different methanol

concentrations during 200 ps production phase MD simulations.
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words, the movement of diffusing particles at time t is independent of the movement

at any prior time. The Einstein equation was applied to determine the ionic conduc-

tivity of each system, as in Eq. (2.0) [18, 30].

s¼ Nz2e2D
VkT

ð2:0Þ

where s is the ionic conductivity, e is the elemental charge, V is volume of the

simulation cell, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and z is the total

charge in units of e.

The hydronium ion and water molecule allocation in the system was analysed in

reference to the intermolecular correlation function, denoted by g(r) in the computa-

tional step. The intermolecular pair correlation function, g(r), corresponds to the pos-

sibility of the discovery of a pair of particles, A . . . B, at a certain distance (r)

normalized according to the possibility estimated for the total allocation at an equiv-

alent arbitrary density, and it is defined according to Eq. (3.0)

gA�B ¼
nB

4pr2Dr
NB

V

ð3:0Þ

where nB is the number of atoms located around A atoms inside a spherical shell of

thickness Dr, and NB is the total number of B atoms applied for an amorphous cell.

Fig. 4 displays the unchanged total potential energy of all simulation cells because

their oscillations are considered small throughout the 200 ps dynamics simulation

time, which can be an indicator that the system reached an equilibrium condition.
3. Results & discussion

The results from the computational simulations will be evaluated in this part, which

covers the findings of the molecular interactions, ionic conductivity and ion transfer

mechanism.
3.1. Static property analysis

Table 1 lists the volume, density and number of particles of each cell with different

concentrations of methanol. The sulfur-sulfur interaction in the sulfonic acid group

has been determined by the RDF graph, as shown in Fig. 5, with various methanol

concentrations for the SA/SGO solvated membrane system.

Fig. 5 shows the SeS RDFs, which have an initial peak at 1.55�A and a second peak

at 2.47�A under different hydration and methanol levels. There was local aggregation

but not electrostatic repulsion in the S-S pair [31]. The intensity of the first peak

increased with increasing methanol concentration and decreasing water content,
on.2018.e00808
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Fig. 5. RDFs of sulphur-sulphur atomic pair of sulfonic acid group for different methanol concentrations

at 298 K.
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showing that the sulfur atom interactions with each other increase when the meth-

anol concentration increases, which is due to the swelling of the membrane with

channel expansion and the disruption from the aggregation of sulfonate groups.

The sulfur atom RDFs towards oxygen and methyl groups in the methanol molecule

are presented in Fig. 6a and b, respectively, in different methanol concentrations.

The first peak of the S-Om and S-Cm RDFs appeared at 1.55 �A and 1.09 �A, corre-

spondingly. It is observed that the intensity of the RDF peak for S-Om and S-Cm

increased with the increase in the methanol concentration. As the content in the
Fig. 6. (a) RDF for Sulphur (sulfonic acid group) - oxygen (methanol), (b) sulphur (sulfonic acid group)

- methyl (methanol).
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methanol molecular system increased, the number of water molecules declined, thus

leading to higher methanol uptake by the membrane due to a decreased selection ef-

fect of water on the methanol molecules. Fig. 7a and b shows the RDF graph for the

Os-Om and Os-Cm RDFs, respectively. The prominent peak with the highest inten-

sity occurred at 2.41e2.57�A for the Os-Om RDFs and 1.07�A for the Os-Cm RDFs,

respectively, for different methanol concentrations, which present the same develop-

ment as the RDF of that of S-Om and S-Cm.

The RDF of the sulfonic group towards the methanol molecule has a high intensity

due to interactions between the hydrogen atom in the hydroxyl group of methanol

and the oxygen atom in the sulfonic group, which form a hydrogen bond. This is

also caused by the anionic sulfonic acid groups surrounded by a high number of

methanol molecules. Hence, the separation of the SGO nanosheets phase can indi-

rectly be induced by the presence of methanol molecules. A higher methanol con-

centration shows a greater influence of methanol on the sulfonic acid groups.

The RDF graph of the sulfur atoms of the sulfonic acid groups towards the oxygen

atoms of the water (Ow) and hydronium ion (Oh) are presented in Fig. 8(a) and (b),

respectively. The RDF S-Ow had a prominent peak at 1.57�A for 0% and 20% and at

1.53 �A for a 40%, 60%, and 80% methanol concentration. In the case of RDF S-Oh,

the highest peak appeared at 1.57 �A for 0% and 20% and at 1.55 �A for a 40%, 60%
Fig. 7. (a) oxygen (sulfonic acid group) e oxygen (methanol) and (b) oxygen (sulfonic acid group)

emethyl (methanol) for different methanol concentrations at 298 K.
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Fig. 8. RDFs of (a) sulfur (sulfonic acid group) - oxygen (water) and (b) sulfur (sulfonic acid group) e

oxygen (hydronium ion) for different methanol concentrations at 298 K.
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and 80% methanol concentration. As the methanol concentration increased, the RDF

peak height also increased for both cases, RDF S-Ow and RDF S-Oh, which was

attributed to a diminished water solvent selection effect on water and hydronium

ions under high methanol concentrations. The intensity of the S-Ow RDFs was

observed to be higher than that of S-Om RDFs from the previous part (Fig. 6a); it

can be said that the water molecule had greater attraction towards the sulfonic

acid groups than the methanol molecule in the membrane system containing a

water-methanol mixed solvent, which is due to a decrease in the effect of the water

solvent on hydronium ions, thus maintaining the position of the hydronium ions,

which are close to the sulfonic acid groups.

In summary, from the observed sulfonic acid group peak in the RDFs with respect to

the methanol, water and hydronium ion peaks, it is inferred that the SA/SGO mem-

branes in an aqueous solution of methanol as the solvent demonstrated a phase-

separated microstructure consisting of hydrophilic (ionic) and hydrophobic regions,

which was also observed in our recent MD simulation studies of pure SPEEK [32],

SPPO [24], and SPEEK-SPES [26] membranes in water as a solvent. This observa-

tion is consistent with the experimental results for alcohol solvated perfluorinated

membranes reported by Saito et al. [33].
on.2018.e00808
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The interaction between the carbon backbones of the sodium alginate polymer with

the solvent oxygen atoms was also observed in various methanol concentrations. Ac-

cording to Fig. 9a, the RDFs of C-Ow have a high intensity that is higher than unity

from 20 wt% to 80 wt% methanol. However, the increase in the methanol concentra-

tion shows a small reduction in the intensity of the interaction between the carbon

backbone and the water oxygen molecule. When the methanol concentration

increased, the carbon was attracted to the methanol molecule, but the amount of wa-

ter remained high around the carbon backbone, which is attributed to the hydrophilic

nature of the sodium alginate polymer.

Fig. 9b shows the RDFs of C-Om, which also have intensities higher than unity. The

interaction of the carbon backbone towards the oxygen in methanol increases when

the methanol concentration increases due to the higher amount of methanol that sur-

rounds the carbon backbone at higher methanol concentrations. This is refers to the

LJ interactions of the backbone carbon of the sodium alginate chains with a methanol

methyl group [34]. The water molecule exhibits strong attraction towards both the

sulfonic acid groups and the carbon backbone of the sodium alginate polymer.

The interaction between the hydronium ion and the oxygen atoms of the water and

methanol molecules was observed from the RDF plots, as presented in Fig. 10a and
Fig. 9. RDFs of (a) aromatic carbon (backbone)- oxygen (water) and (b) aromatic carbon (backbone) e

oxygen (methanol) for different methanol concentrations at 298 K.
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Fig. 10. RDFs of (a) oxygen (hydronium ion) e oxygen (water) and (b) oxygen (hydronium ion) e ox-

ygen (methanol) for different methanol concentrations at 298 K.
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b, under different methanol concentrations. The prime peak occurred at a 0.95 �A

radius, which is very similar in both cases and shows a similar trend in the intensity

with the increase in the methanol concentration. This is mainly caused by a reduction

in the water selection effect at high methanol concentrations. It is obvious that the

RDF for Oh-Ow has a higher intensity than Oh-Om, which can be determined

because the number of water molecules around the hydronium ions is much greater

than the number of methanol molecules in the system of an SA/SGO membrane sol-

vated by a water-methanol solvent.

The RDFs of a water oxygen to another water oxygen is exhibited in Fig. 11(a)

(Ow-Ow). The prominent peak was located at 0.97�A for all concentrations of meth-

anol. The intensity was increased from 0-40 wt% methanol, and the results show

that oxygen atoms in water have a strong interaction with each other in this meth-

anol concentration range. However, at 60 wt% methanol, the water screening effect

becomes weaker towards water oxygen due to the increase of methanol molecules

inside the system. However, the intensity increased again at 80 wt% methanol,

which indicates the formation of water clusters inside the system at very high meth-

anol concentrations.
on.2018.e00808
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Fig. 11. RDFs of (a) oxygen (water) e oxygen (water), (b) oxygen (methanol) - oxygen (methanol) and

(c) oxygen (methanol) e oxygen (water); for different methanol concentrations at 298 K.
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Fig. 11(b) and (c) revealed the RDF plots of the oxygen atoms in the methanol sol-

vent towards methanol oxygen (Om-Om) and water oxygen atoms (Om-Ow) for

various methanol concentrations. The pronounced peak of the RDFs of Om-Om

and Om-Ow appear at 1.09 �A and 0.97 �A, respectively. Both graphs have a similar

increasing trend for the intensity with increasing methanol concentrations. In the

case of the RDFs of Om-Om, the number of methanol oxygen atoms interacting

with methanol oxygen atoms increases at higher concentrations due to an increasing

number of methanol molecules in the system. Meanwhile, for the Om-Ow RDF plot,

the methanol molecule has a high capability in cluster formation even with another

molecule known as solvent cluster due to the aggregation phenomena. Solvent clus-

ters can be roughly observed by viewing the membrane solvated system in Fig. 2.
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Conversely, when the methanol concentration increased, the number of methanol

molecules located near the methanol solvents increased. A separation phase occurred

inside the solvated SA/SGO membrane system due to the formation of solvent clus-

ters involving water and methanol solvents, as presented by the RDFs in Fig. 11.
3.2. Dynamics property analysis

The diffusion ability of the hydronium ion, water molecules and methanol molecules

can be evaluated in the SA/SGO membrane solvated system and, thus, can elaborate

on their dynamical properties. The diffusion coefficient was a quantitative indicator.

To determine the temperature effect on the diffusion calculation in the membrane

system, 40 wt% methanol was considered.

The MSD curves for the hydronium ion and water in various methanol concentra-

tions at 298 K are presented in Fig. 12a and b. The MSD curves were approximately

linear for both the hydronium and water permeants, indicating that the movement of

permeants in the SA/SGO membrane was constant. Fig. 12(c) present the MSD of

hydronium ion in 40 wt% methanol at different temperature.

Fig. 13(a) provides the simulated diffusion coefficients of the hydronium ion, water

and methanol for the varied concentrations of methanol, while Fig. 13(b) shows

them with respect to the temperature variation. The water diffusivity increased

when the methanol concentration increased from 0-60 wt% but slightly decreased

when the methanol concentration increased up to 80 wt%, which is related to a

decrease in the size of the water molecule clusters in 80 wt% methanol. For the meth-

anol molecule diffusion, the trend decreased when the methanol concentration

increased, which might be due to the higher number of methanol molecules that

formed solvent clusters, inhibiting the diffusion of methanol molecules in the sys-

tem. The 20 wt% methanol system produces a high methanol diffusion coefficient,

and from this, we can assume that 20 wt% is the optimum methanol concentration.

The high methanol concentration used in the DMFC single cell test can also decrease

the performance up to a certain concentration; thus, the proper concentration must be

selected [35]. The hydronium ions, methanol and water seem most active in the sys-

tem with 20 wt% methanol. The diffusion of hydronium ions calculated in this simu-

lation only considers the vehicular mechanism without including the Grotthuss

mechanism, and therefore, it is not an exact condition. The decrease in the hydroni-

um ion diffusion at higher methanol concentrations is caused by the low number of

ions compared to the methanol and solvent cluster formation, which also inhibits the

movement of hydronium ions in the system. Fig. 13(b) shows the diffusion coeffi-

cient for all permeants at different temperatures. Methanol and water molecules

have higher diffusion rates at higher temperatures, which relates to the effect of

heat on the molecule vibration and movement. However, hydronium ions show a

reduction in diffusion rate at higher temperatures. The mobility of the hydronium
on.2018.e00808
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Fig. 12. MSD of (a) hydronium ions, (b) water molecules and inside the water-methanol at different

methanol concentrations at 298 K (c) hydronium ion in 40 wt% methanol at different temperature.
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ions may be hindered by the active movement of the methanol and water molecules.

However, the calculation of the hydronium ion diffusion in this simulation is not the

same as the real diffusion, which involves both the Grotthuss and vehicular

mechanisms.

Previous studies by Vishnyakov & Neimark [20] have also studied the effect of

methanol concentration in water-methanol solvents but with developed Nafion mem-

branes. The methanol diffusion coefficient in this study was 5.145 � 10�11, 2.22 �
10�11, 1.169� 10�12, and 1.709� 10�12 for methanol concentrations of 20%, 40%,

60% and 80%, respectively. The methanol diffusion coefficient in the water-
on.2018.e00808
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Fig. 13. Diffusion coefficients of hydronium ions, water molecules and methanol molecules (a) in SA/

SGO membranes for different methanol concentrations at 298 K and (b) in SA/SGO membranes with 40

wt% methanol concentration at different temperatures.
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methanol dissolved SPPO membrane was 0.0032, 0.0033, 0.0057 and 0.0072 �
10�8 m2 s-1, respectively, for 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% methanol concentrations,

respectively. Chen et al. [27] reported that the diffusion coefficients for methanol

were 0.0829, 0.0898 and 0.0993 � 10�8 m2 s-1 for methanol concentrations of

11.23%, 21.40% and 46.92% at 323 K, respectively.

This comparison shows that the methanol diffusion rate in this study is lower than

that of other studies, which can be attributed to the low methanol permeability prop-

erties of the developed SA/SGO biomembranes. The results of the methanol perme-

ability tests in the experimental work was recorded in our previous study, which

1.535 � 10�7 cm2 s-1 was the lowest permeability of methanol for SA/SGO mem-

brane . According to the actual study of Nafion and SPPO membranes Hasani-Sadra-

badi et al. [23], the permeability values of methanol are 2 � 10�6 and 1.7 � 10�7,

respectively. This value gives a good indication of the SA/SGO membrane devel-

oped with a low methanol permeability either from the experimental or simulation

results.

Table 2 lists the simulated diffusion coefficients of the methanol, water and hydro-

nium ions in various methanol and temperature systems with different ionic conduc-

tivities. From the calculation of the ionic conductivity, only the diffusion coefficient

of the hydronium ion is considered. The value of the ionic conductivity in the 20%

methanol system is the highest compared to that of the other systems. From 0% to

20% methanol, the ionic conductivity increased due to water absorption, and the hy-

dronium ions were at optimum levels, while the methanol was not present in excess

amounts.

However, the ionic conductivity decreased in the 40%e80% methanol concentra-

tions. This reduction may be due to the effect of the high methanol barrier on the

movement of hydronium ions and the occurrence of methanol in the membranes,

which decreased the membrane performance [36]. The ionic movement mechanisms
on.2018.e00808
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Table 2. Diffusion coefficient (m2 s�1) for methanol molecule, water molecule

and hydronium ion in different methanol concentration system at 298 K.

System Temperature (K) Methanol molecule Water molecule Hydronium ion Conductivity
ion (x10L3)
S cmL1

0 wt% 298 0 5.53 � 10�12 8.775 � 10�12 4.95

20 wt% 298 5.145 � 10�11 5.83 � 10�12 1.508 � 10�10 8.61

40 wt% 298 2.22 � 10�11 1.126 � 10�11 3.51 � 10�11 18.8

60 wt% 298 1.169 � 10�12 3.814 � 10�11 1.795 � 10�11 9.41

80 wt% 298 1.709 � 10�12 3.08 � 10�11 2.189 � 10�11 100.2
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in the simulation consider only the transport mechanism (vehicular), while the jump-

ing mechanism (hopping or Grotthuss) is excluded in the estimation. Therefore, the

transport mechanism is limited due to the increase in the amount of methanol, which

causes some hydronium ion movement.

Additionally, as the methanol concentration increases, the amount of water mole-

cules decreases. Water is a transport agent or vehicle in the proton scans, and this

is also a major factor contributing to a decrease in the ionic conductivity in higher

methanol concentrations. The values in this simulation are not accurate because

the resulting system is not the same as the actual membrane state. There are many

things that are not considered in the simulation, such as an approximation of the

methanol pathway, the jumping mechanism and so forth. However, this simulation

can provide a rough guideline of the interactions that are expected to occur in the

membrane.
4. Conclusion

Classical MD simulation techniques were applied to investigate the effects of meth-

anol solvent on various properties of polymeric membranes based on SA materials

solvated with five different methanol concentrations: 0, 20, 40, 60 and 80 wt%. The

transport of hydronium ions, water and methanol within the membrane was also

examined at different temperatures of 320 and 340 K. The simulation results ex-

hibited phase segregation behaviour in SA/SGO membranes with the uptake of

methanol solvent molecules. To examine the distribution of hydronium ions, water

and methanol inside the membrane and their relationship with respect to the sulfonic

acid groups and aromatic backbone of SA materials RDF analysis was performed.

From evaluation of the S-S RDFs, it was found that with increasing methanol con-

centration, the average distance between neighbouring hydrophilic sulfonic acid

groups increased. A comparison of the solvation ability of the solvent molecules

for sulfonic acid groups and backbone of SA showed that the sulfonic acid groups
on.2018.e00808
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were surrounded by more water molecules than methanol molecules, while the aro-

matic backbone of SA was found to be hydrophobic and showed a greater affinity

towards methanol. The hydronium ion RDFs with water and methanol solvents sug-

gested stronger solvation of hydronium ions with water molecules than with meth-

anol. Additionally, the RDFs for water and methanol demonstrated the clustering of

solvents. The diffusion coefficient of the water molecules within the SA/SGO mem-

brane decreased as the methanol concentration increased, while those of the meth-

anol solvents increased. A slight variation in diffusion coefficient of hydronium

ions versus the methanol concentration existed. Furthermore, the diffusivity for all

permeants enhanced as the temperature increased except for hydronium ions. The

calculated methanol diffusion coefficients in the SA/SGO membranes were smaller

than the reported values in the Nafion membrane, which indicated a reduction in

transport of methanol in the SA/SGO membranes compared to that in Nafion and

solvated pure SPPO membranes because of their desirable features, such as the

phase-separated microstructure, and the formation of solvent clusters and a slower

methanol transport property, and as a result, the SA/SGO membranes can be consid-

ered a candidate PEMs for use in DMFCs.
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